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ABSTRACT

A crucial issue with hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes is the amount of data that is allocated to the
participants. The smaller the amount of allocated data, the better the performance of a scheme. Moreover,
quantum data is very hard and expensive to deal with, therefore, it is desirable to use as little quantum data
as possible. To achieve this goal, we first construct extended unitary operations by the tensor product of
n, n ≥ 2, basic unitary operations, and then by using those extended operations, we design two quantum secret
sharing schemes. The resulting dual compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes, in which classical
data play a complementary role to quantum data, range from threshold to access structure. Compared with the
existing hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes, our proposed schemes not only reduce the number of quantum
participants, but also the number of particles and the size of classical shares. To be exact, the number of particles
that are used to carry quantum data is reduced to 1 while the size of classical secret shares also is also reduced to
l−2
m−1 based on ((m+1, n′)) threshold and to l−2

r2
(where r2 is the number of maximal unqualified sets) based on

adversary structure. Consequently, our proposed schemes can greatly reduce the cost and difficulty of generating
and storing EPR pairs and lower the risk of transmitting encoded particles.

Keywords: dual compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes, extended unitary operations, access
structure, ((m+ 1, n′)) threshold, adversary structure

1. INTRODUCTION

Secret sharing is a critical primitive for building secure channels in a multi-party setting including many appli-
cations in business, commerce and military such as missile launch codes, shared bank accounts, preserving data
privacy. It was proposed by Shamir1 and Blakley2 in 1979 independently. However, without quantum mechanics,
secret sharing can just be done under the assumption that a certain computational problem is hard. As digital
communication can be easily eavesdropped, tampered with and copied, it is necessary and significant to consider
the secrecy of information anticipating future algorithmic and computational discoveries which could break the
secrecy of past secrets, violating the secrecy of the confidential channel.

Quantum secret sharing(QSS), is a natural extension of the classical secret sharing, which is able to detect
eavesdropping due to the fact that quantum mechanics remains an accurate description of the laws of nature.
Hillery et al.3 proposed the first quantum secret sharing scheme by using a three-photon entangled GHZ state
in 1999. Subsequently, Karlsson et al.4 proposed another QSS scheme with a two-photon polarization entangled
state. Since these two QSS schemes3,4 were presented, many authors5–27 have proposed a variety of quantum
secret sharing schemes. Though these quantum secret sharing (QSS) schemes can be used to share a secret and
they are secure against any future algorithmic or computational improvements, all the share-holders must be
capable of carrying and processing quantum information. Besides, quantum information is fragile in nature.

There have been several proposals for hybrid secret sharing schemes where both quantum and classical data
are used. Nascimento et al.28 proposed a quantum secret sharing scheme by using quantum encryption. That is,
let |ψ⟩ be a quantum state consisting of n particles and K a random sequence of classical bits of length 2n, then
assign to each particle of |ψ⟩ two classical bits of K that determine which transformation is performed on the
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respective particle. For instance, 00 corresponds to applying the identity mapping I, 01 to the Pauli X operator,

10 to the Pauli Z operator and 11 to the Pauli Y operator. After this encryption, the resulting state |̂ψ⟩ is a
complete mixture and no information can be gained from it. Only if one has the classical key K, can the original

state |ψ⟩ be obtained from |̂ψ⟩. Later on, Singh et al.29 extended and improved Nascimeto et al.’s scheme, and
further proposed some approaches for sharing a quantum secret in a hybrid way, that is, certain participants have
only classical shares and the remaining participants have (possibly multiple) quantum shares. In 2011, Fortescue
et al.30 proposed a construction for perfect quantum secret sharing schemes based on imperfect “ramp” secret
sharing combined with classical encryption, in which the individual participants’ shares are split into quantum
and classical components, allowing the former to be of lower dimension than the secret itself, and hence reducing
the communication cost of quantum secret sharing. However, the total amount of quantum data allocated is not
necessarily decreased in these three hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes.28–30

As we know, an important issue existing in hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes is the amount of data
that is allocated to the participants. The smaller the amount of allocated data, the better the performance of
a scheme. Furthermore, as quantum data is very difficult and costly to cope with, it is desirable to use as little
quantum data as possible. To address the issue, we first extend the four basic local unitary operations by the
tensor product of n, n ≥ 2, basic unitary operations to 22n, n ≥ 2, unitary operations that are still composed
of the four basic local unitary operations. Extended unitary operations are then used in the design of two
hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes. In fact, in 2012, Chou et al.31 extended the four basic local unitary
operations to 16 unitary operations and further proposed an enhanced multiparty quantum secret sharing of
classical messages to enhance the transmission efficiency of the whole protocol. Later, Chou et al.32 considered
using GHZ-State for multiparty quantum secret sharing without a code table associated with the same idea used
in.31

Inspired by Nascimeto et al., Singh et al., Fortescue et al. and Chou et al.,28–32 we propose two dual
compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes using extended unitary operations, which aim at reducing
the number of particles and quantum participants and the size of classical shares while maintaining the security
of hybrid quantum secret sharing. In our proposed schemes, we stipulate that there is only one unique quantum
participant called Bob; he first prepares λ′ + 1 EPR pairs (where λ′ is the number that can provide an analysis
of the error). All of the 1st particles from each EPR pair are to form a photon sequence SH and all of the 2nd
particles from each EPR pair are to form a photon sequence ST . Then Bob keeps the sequence SH and sends
the sequence ST to Alice via a quantum channel. After confirming that the quantum channel is secure, Alice
performs the correct transition operation on a particle from an EPR pair and sends the encoded particle to
Bob (here, we assume that only Alice and Bob know the measured basic operations corresponding to particular
transition operations respectively as all the extended unitary operations boil down to the four basic unitary
operations eventually). Meanwhile the corresponding classical bits are transmitted to classical participants in
various ways via the classical channel.

When comparing with Fortescue et al.’s, Nascimeto et al.’s and Singh et al’s schemes, our schemes have the
following four advantages:

(1) Not only can our schemes reduce the number of quantum participants, but also the number of particles
and the size of classical shares. To be exact, the number of particles that are used to carry quantum data is
reduced to 1 while the size of classical secret shares is also reduced to l−2

m−1 based on ((m + 1, n′)) threshold

hybrid quantum secret sharing and to l−2
r2

(where r2 is the number of maximum unqualified sets) based on
adversary structure. Consequently, our proposed schemes can greatly reduce the cost and difficulty of generating
and storing EPR pairs and lower the risk of transmitting encoded particles. Also, our schemes can enhance the
efficiency of secret sharing.

(2) In our proposed schemes, even if Eve can obtain all the transmitted classical data and quantum data,
she is not able to obtain any information about the shared secrets. Because, first, she does not know the second
particles which are always kept by Bob; second, she does not know which basic unitary operations correspond
to which transition operations.

(3) Due to (2), our schemes are more secure in the face of various attacks such as the photon number attack,
the entangle-measure attack, the trojan horse attack and the faked states attack.
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(4) Quantum shares and classical shares do not have a direct relationship with the shared secret, but can
determine the secret cooperatively. Moreover, owing to the compressibility of quantum data, our schemes are
easier, cheaper and more practical to implement in real life.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the extended unitary operations
in detail. We also define hybrid quantum secret sharing, and provide required definitions and then present the
exact schemes in Section 3. We then discuss the features and the security of our schemes in Section 4. Conclusions
are discussed in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the concepts of EPR pairs, four basic local operations, and the extended unitary
operations and their applications in quantum secret sharing.

2.1 EPR pairs33

An EPR pair is in one of the four Bell states shown as follows:

|ψ+⟩AB = 1√
2
(|0⟩A|1⟩B + |1⟩A|0⟩B); |ψ−⟩AB = 1√

2
(|0⟩A|1⟩B − |1⟩A|0⟩B);

|ϕ+⟩AB = 1√
2
(|0⟩A|0⟩B + |1⟩A|1⟩B); |ϕ−⟩AB = 1√

2
(|0⟩A|0⟩B − |1⟩A|1⟩B).

2.2 Four basic local unitary operations

Four basic local unitary operations U00, U01, U10, U11 are listed as follows:

U00 = U0 = |0⟩⟨0|+ |1⟩⟨1|; U01 = U1 = |0⟩⟨0| − |1⟩⟨1|;
U10 = U2 = |0⟩⟨1|+ |1⟩⟨0|; U11 = U3 = |0⟩⟨1| − |1⟩⟨0|.
The subscripts 00, 01, 10, 11 are two bits of messages denoted by the corresponding unitary operations. U1,

U2, U3 are Pauli operators.

2.3 Extended unitary operations

We consider 22n, n ≥ 2, unitary operations in a general way where each operation is the result of the tensor
product of n, n ≥ 2, basic unitary operations defined as follows:

Ub1b2b3b4...b2n−1b2n = Ub1b2 ⊗ Ub3b4 ⊗ . . .⊗ Ub2n−1b2n (1)

where b1 . . . b2n represents any 2n bit values.

Definition 1. Extended unitary operations. For ∀n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, any unitary operation constructed as
in (1) is called an n−extended unitary operation.

Lemma 1. When the four local unitary operations are used to transform any one of the Bell states, the
outcomes are as follows: U00|ψ−⟩ = U0|ψ−⟩ = |ψ−⟩, U01|ψ−⟩ = U1|ψ−⟩ = |ψ+⟩, U10|ψ−⟩ = U2|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ−⟩,
U11|ψ−⟩ = U3|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ+⟩. Then for composite operations when they are used to transform any one of the Bell
states, the following equations hold:

U0Ui = Ui, i = 1, 2, 3;U1U2 = U3.

U1U3 = U2, U2U3 = U1.

U0U1U2 = U3, U0U1U3 = U2.

U0U2U3 = U1, U1U2U3 = U0.

U0U1U2U3 = U0.

(U0)
n = U0; (Ui)

2n = U0, n ∈ N⋆, i = 1, 2, 3.

(U0Ui)
2n = U0, (U0Ui)

2n+1 = Ui, n ∈ N⋆, i = 1, 2, 3.
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Next, we see two particular examples using the construction of extended unitary operations.

We first consider 2−extended unitary operations by Definition 1.

U0000 = U00 ⊗ U00, U0001 = U00 ⊗ U01,

U0010 = U00 ⊗ U10, U0011 = U00 ⊗ U11,

...

U1100 = U11 ⊗ U00, U1101 = U11 ⊗ U01,

U1110 = U11 ⊗ U10, U1111 = U11 ⊗ U11.

The 2−extended unitary operations can be used to transform one of the Bell states into any Bell states as
follows:

U0000|ψ−⟩ = U00 ⊗ U00|ψ−⟩ = U00|ψ−⟩ = |ψ−⟩,
U0001|ψ−⟩ = U00 ⊗ U01|ψ−⟩ = U00|ψ+⟩ = |ψ+⟩,
U0010|ψ−⟩ = U00 ⊗ U10|ψ−⟩ = U00|ϕ−⟩ = |ϕ−⟩,
U0011|ψ−⟩ = U00 ⊗ U11|ψ−⟩ = U00|ϕ+⟩ = |ϕ+⟩,
...

U1100|ψ−⟩ = U11 ⊗ U00|ψ−⟩ = U11|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ+⟩,
U1101|ψ−⟩ = U11 ⊗ U01|ψ−⟩ = U11|ψ+⟩ = |ϕ−⟩,
U1110|ψ−⟩ = U11 ⊗ U10|ψ−⟩ = U11|ϕ−⟩ = |ψ+⟩,
U1111|ψ−⟩ = U11 ⊗ U11|ψ−⟩ = U11|ϕ+⟩ = |ψ−⟩.
We can then group the 2−extended unitary operations based on their outcomes as follows:

U0000|ψ−⟩ = U0101|ψ−⟩ = U1010|ψ−⟩ = U1111|ψ−⟩ = U00|ψ−⟩ = |ψ−⟩;
U0001|ψ−⟩ = U0100|ψ−⟩ = U1011|ψ−⟩ = U1110|ψ−⟩ = U01|ψ−⟩ = |ψ+⟩;
U0010|ψ−⟩ = U0111|ψ−⟩ = U1000|ψ−⟩ = U1101|ψ−⟩ = U10|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ−⟩;
U0011|ψ−⟩ = U0110|ψ−⟩ = U1001|ψ−⟩ = U1100|ψ−⟩ = U11|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ+⟩.
And they are abbreviated as follows:

U0000 = U0101 = U1010 = U1111 = U00 = |0⟩⟨0|+ |1⟩⟨1|
U0001 = U0100 = U1011 = U1110 = U01 = |0⟩⟨0| − |1⟩⟨1|
U0010 = U0111 = U1000 = U1101 = U10 = |1⟩⟨0|+ |0⟩⟨1|
U0011 = U0110 = U1001 = U1100 = U11 = |1⟩⟨0| − |0⟩⟨1|
For 3−extended unitary operations, the similar abbreviation can be obtained as follows:

U000000 = U000101 = U001010 = U001111 = U010001 = U010100 = U011011 = U011110 = U100010 = U100111 =
U101000 = U101101 = U110011 = U111001 = U110110 = U111100 = U0000 = U0101 = U1010 = U1111 = U00 =
|0⟩⟨0|+ |1⟩⟨1|

U000001 = U000100 = U001011 = U010101 = U011010 = U011111 = U100011 = U100110 = U101001 = U101100 =
U110010 = U110111 = U111000 = U101100 = U111101 = U010000 = U1011 = U0100 = U1110 = U0001 = U01 =
|0⟩⟨0| − |1⟩⟨1|

U000010 = U000111 = U111110 = U001000 = U001101 = U010011 = U010110 = U011001 = U011100 = U100000 =
U100101 = U101010 = U101111 = U110001 = U110100 = U111011 = U1101 = U0010 = U1000 = U0111 = U10 =
|1⟩⟨0|+ |0⟩⟨1|

U000011 = U000110 = U001001 = U001100 = U010010 = U010111 = U011000 = U011101 = U100001 = U100100 =
U101011 = U101110 = U110000 = U110101 = U111010 = U111111 = U0110 = U1001 = U0011 = U1100 = U11 =
|1⟩⟨0| − |0⟩⟨1|
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From the general pattern observed from the above equations, we can obtain the following Theorem.

Theorem 1. For any n ≥ 2, when the 22n n−extended unitary operations are used to transform any one of
the Bell states, the final outcomes boil down to the four basic local unitary operations that are used (the proof
is given in Appendix A).

Definition 2. Transition operations and ultimate operations. For a given n, n ≥ 2, if
Ubi1bi2 ...bi2n−1

bi2n
|ψ−⟩ = Ubj1bj2 ...bj2n−3

bj2n−2
|ψ−⟩ = |ψ−⟩, where bi1bi2 . . . bi2n−1bi2n , bj1bj2 . . . bj2n−3bj2n−2 rep-

resent any 2n and 2n − 2 bit values respectively, then Ubj1bj2 ...bj2n−3
bj2n−2

is called the transition operation of
Ubi1bi2 ...bi2n−1

bi2n
. Meanwhile, Ubi1bi2 ...bi2n−1

bi2n
is called the ultimate operation of Ubj1bj2 ...bj2n−3

bj2n−2
.

Definition 3. Control bits. According to Lemma 1, for given n−extend
-ed unitary operations, n ≥ 2, every 22n−2 n−extended unitary operations have the same outcomes when all
the 22n n−extended unitary operations are used to transform an identical Bell state . The 22n−2, n−extended
unitary operations are listed with matching sequence numbers that are denoted by the bit values. The bit values
are called the control bits.

Definition 4. Corresponding classical bits. The bit values obtained by applying XOR to the bit values
from the subscript of the transition operation and the control bits are called the corresponding classical bits.

According to Definition 2, for 2−extended unitary operations, U00 is the transition operation of ultimate
operation U0000. Likewise, for 3−extended unitary operations, U0000, U0101, U1010, U1111 are the transition oper-
ation of ultimate operations U000000, U000101, U001010, U001111, U010001, U010100, U011011,
U011110, U100010, U100111, U101000, U101101, U110011, U111001, U110110, U111100.

We use an algorithm called build−tables (see Appendix B) to generate a collation table for any given n ≥ 2.
The tables are made up by following the rules: (1) The first column of all tables is composed of U00, U01, U10, U11.
(2) If the size of the secret is 2n, then the first rank consists of 0000 · · · 0000︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−2

, 0000 · · · 0001︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−2

, . . ., 1111 · · · 1111︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−2

.

Therefore, according to the algorithm, when n = 2, we can make the corresponding collation table (see Table
1). When n = 3, the corresponding collation table is given in Table C.2 in Appendix C.

Table 1. Collation table for n = 2, where BUO denotes basic unitary operation.

Control bits
BUO 00 01 10 11
U00 U0000 U0101 U1010 U1111

U01 U1011 U0100 U1110 U0001

U10 U1101 U0010 U1000 U0111

U11 U0110 U1001 U0011 U1100

3. HYBRID QUANTUM SECRET SHARING SCHEMES USING EXTENDED
UNITARY OPERATIONS

In this section, we first provide some definitions, and then the corresponding schemes are presented.

Definition 5. A QSS is said to be hybrid only when a sufficient number of quantum participants with their
quantum shares and enough classical participants with their classical shares together can recover a secret.

In hybrid quantum secret sharing (HQSS) schemes, the secret shares are composed of quantum and classical
shares. We name the former q-shares and the latter c-shares. A participant who holds only c-shares is called a
c-participant and a participant who holds only q-shares is named a q-participant.

3.1 Dual compressible ((m+ 1, n′)) threshold hybrid quantum secret sharing scheme

In this subsection, we present a definition and a theorem for hybrid quantum secret sharing based on ((m+1, n′))
threshold, that is, there are exactly one q-participant and n′ − 1 c-participants. Moreover, only when the q-
participant and at least m ≤ n′ − 1 c-participants cooperate, the secret can be recovered.
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3.1.1 A definition and a theorem based on ((m+ 1, n′)) threshold

Definition 6. A HQSS achieving ((m + 1, n′)) among a set of participants P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn′} is said to be
dual compressible threshold HQSS if only one q-participant with one q-share and at least m c-participants with
c-shares with the size of l

m−1 can share a secret cooperatively, where l is the length of the shared secret.

According to definition 6, we can obtain the following theorem. It formalizes the scenario when new partici-
pants join in.

Theorem 2. A ((m + 1, n′))-HQSS can be inflated only conformally, i.e. to threshold schemes having the
form ((m+ λ+ 1, n′ + λ)) where λ (λ ∈ N) are all new c-participants (the proof is given in Appendix A).

3.1.2 The proposed scheme

In this subsection, we propose a dual compressible ((m+1, n′)) hybrid quantum secret sharing scheme in which
we assume that: 1) Bob is the q-participant and Charlie1, ..., Charlien′−1 are n′ − 1 c-participants. 2) Alice
and Bob agree that each of the four basic unitary operations corresponds to a particular transition operation in
advance. 3) The shared secret is sA = {s1A, s2A, . . . , slA}, l = 2n, si1A ∈ {0, 1}, i1 = 1, 2, . . . , l. 4) Classical channels
are supposed to be authenticated classical channels.

(1) Bob first prepares λ′ + 1 EPR pairs (Where λ′ is the number that can provide an analysis of the error.)
Every EPR pair is supposed to be |ψ−⟩hjtj = 1√

2
(|0⟩hj |1⟩tj −|1⟩hj |0⟩jj ). All of the 1st particles of each EPR pair

are to form a photon sequence SH and all of the 2nd particles of each EPR pair are to form a photon sequence
ST . Then Bob keeps the sequence SH and sends the sequence ST to Alice via a quantum channel.

(2) After receiving the sequence ST from Bob, Alice first finds the correct n−extended unitary operation in
terms of the shared secret sA = {s1A, s2A, . . . , slA}, which can be determined by the transition operation
Ubi1bi2bi3bi4 ...bi2n−3

bi2n−2
and control bits. Then Alice performs the transition operation Ubi1bi2bi3bi4 ...bi2n−3

bi2n−2

on particle tj . Under the transition operation, this state can be changed to one of the following states according
to Theorem 1:

U
tj
bi1bi2bi3bi4 ...bi2n−3

bi2n−2
|ψ−⟩ = U

tj
00|ψ−⟩ = |ψ−⟩;

U
tj
bi1bi2bi3bi4 ...bi2n−3

bi2n−2
|ψ−⟩ = U

tj
01|ψ−⟩ = |ψ+⟩;

U
tj
bi1bi2bi3bi4 ...bi2n−3

bi2n−2
|ψ−⟩ = U

tj
10|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ−⟩;

U
tj
bi1bi2bi3bi4 ...bi2n−3

bi2n−2
|ψ−⟩ = U

tj
11|ψ−⟩ = |ϕ+⟩.

where the superscript tj denotes the photon on which unitary operation is performed.

(3) In order to check eavesdropping in this transmission, Alice randomly chooses some particles from remaining
ST to detect eavesdropping and performs one of the four basic unitary operations on them at random. Then
Alice transmits these encoded particles to Bob while telling him the positions of the these particles and the type
of the basic unitary operations on them. Bob performs Bell-basis measurement on the encoded particles and
their counterparts from SH . Bob computes the error rates by checking the EPR pairs from which Alice chose
particles. If the error rates of the chosen EPR pairs are lower than the predefined value, Alice transmits the
encoded particle t′j to the q-participant Bob via a quantum channel. Otherwise, Alice continues to check the
quantum channel in the same way until the qubit t′j encoded by the transition operation is sent to Bob safely.

(4) Then Alice allocates the corresponding classical bits obtained by applying XOR to the bit values from
the subscript of the transition operation and the control bits with the size of 2n− 2 to the n′ − 1 c-participants
Charlie1, ..., Charlien′−1 through a classical channel in the following way.

(5) Let c denote the corresponding classical bits, Alice allocates c in the way that used in,34 which is as
follows:

1. Alice cuts the corresponding classical bits into m− 1 pieces. These pieces are denoted as c1, c2, . . . , cm−1

and c = c1 q c2 q . . . q cm−1 where each ci2 , i2 = 1, 2, . . . ,m−1, is the binary representation of a decimal number.

2. Alice allocates the corresponding classical bits in the following way:
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2.1 Choose a prime p, p > max(cmax, n
′ − 1), where cmax = max{c1, c2, ...,

cm−1}.
2.2 Randomly and uniformly choose a number a1 ∈ Zp and generate a polynomial: f1(x) = a1x+ c1.

2.3 Sample f1(x) at two points Ac11 = f1(1) and Ac12 = f1(2) which represent two shares of c1.

2.4 Do for 2 ≤ i2 ≤ (m− 1).

(a) Generate a polynomial

fi2(x) = Aci2−1i2x
i2 +Aci2−1(i2−1)x

i2−1 + · · ·+Aci2−11x+ ci2

(b) Sample fi2(x) to create new shares.

i. If i2 < m− 1, sample at i2 + 1 points such that

Aci21
= fi2(1), Aci22

= fi2(2), . . ., Aci2 (i2+1) = fi2(i2 + 1).

ii. If i2 = m− 1, sample at n′ − 1 points such that

A1 = fi2(1), A2 = fi2(2), . . ., An′−1 = fi2(n
′ − 1)

(c) Delete old shares: Aci2−11, · · · , Aci2−1i2 .

2.5 The final n′ − 1 shares are given by (i2, Ai2), for 1 ≤ i2 ≤ n′ − 1.

(6) A group of the q-participant and any m c-participants together are able to reconstruct the secret. First,
the q-participant measures (hj , t

′
j) to obtain the transition operation in terms of their agreement. Then, the m

c-participants interpolate their m shares (i2, Ai2) to generate the polynomial of degree m − 1 and thus obtain
the corresponding classical bits.

f(x) = cαm−1x
m−1 + cαm−2x

m−2 + · · ·+ cα1x+ cm−1.

Hence, the control bits can be obtained by applying the XOR operation on the corresponding classical bits
and bit values knowing from the subscript of the transition operation. Finally, they can recover the ultimate
operation by checking the algorithm build−table, that is, Alice’s secret sA = {s1A, s2A, . . . , slA}.

It is worth noting that the dual compressible threshold hybrid quantum secret sharing scheme can be eas-
ily converted into a ((m + 1, n′)) threshold hybrid quantum multi-secret sharing scheme. But c1, c2, ..., cm−1

correspond to s1, s2, . . . , sm−1. The rest of the processes remain unchanged.

3.2 Dual compressible Hybrid quantum secret sharing scheme based on adversary
structure

In this section, a dual compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing scheme based on adversary structure is
presented, in which all participants from any minimal qualified set can recover the secret.

3.2.1 Definitions and a theorem based on access structure and adversary structure

Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn′} be the set of participants. Let α ⊆ P. α is called a qualified set if the q-participant
and any designated c-participants in α together can recover the secret; otherwise, it is called an unqualified set.
An access structure, denoted by Γ, is a collection of qualified subsets of P satisfying the monotone ascending
property: for any A

′ ∈ Γ and A ∈ 2P, A
′ ⊆ A implies A ∈ Γ. An adversary structure, denoted by A, is a collection

of unqualified subsets of P satisfying the monotone descending property: for any A
′ ∈ A and A ∈ 2P, A ⊆ A

′

implies A ∈ A.
By the definition of qualified and unqualified subsets, for any given access structure Γ and adversary structure

A over P, we have that Γ ∩ A = ∅. Because of the monotone properties, for any access structure Γ and any
adversary structure A, it is sufficient to consider the minimum access structure:

Γmin = {A ∈ Γ | ∀B ⊂ A⇒ B ̸∈ Γ},

and the maximum adversary structure:
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Amax = {B ∈ A | ∀A ⊃ B ⇒ A ̸∈ A}.

In this paper, we consider the complete situation, that is A
∪
Γ = 2P.35

Based on the above-mentioned concepts, Definition 7 and Theorem 3 are presented as follows.

Definition 7. A HQSS achieving the minimum access structure Γmin = {α1, α2, . . . , αr1} (where αj1 , j1 =
1, 2, . . . , r1 is a minimal qualified set of participants) with its maximum adversary structure Amax = {β1, β2, . . . , βr2}
(where βj2 , j2 = 1, 2, . . . , r2 is a maximal unqualified set of participants) among a set of participants P =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pn′} is said to be dual compressible if only one q-participant with one q-share and all c-participants
from αj1(j1 = 1, 2, . . . , r1) who hold the c-shares with the size of l−2

r2
can share a secret cooperatively.

According to definition 7, we can obtain the following theorem 3. It formalizes the scenario when new
participants join in.

Theorem 3. A HQSS achieving the minimum access structure Γmin = {α1, α2, . . . , αr1} (where αj1 , j1 =
1, 2, . . . , r1, is a minimal qualified set of participants.) among a set of participants P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn′} can be
always inflatable (the proof is given in Appendix A).

3.2.2 Notation

In this dual compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing, we use the following notation.

Alice: a trusted dealer who wants to share the corresponding classical bits among the c-participants;

P: P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn′} is the set of all the participants;

c: the corresponding shared classical bits;

Γmin: Γmin = {α1, α2, . . . , αr1} is the minimum access structure corresponding to c ;

Amax: Amax = {β1, β2, . . . , βr2} is the maximum adversary structure corresponding to c;

c1, c2, . . . , cr2 : the pieces of c;

r2: r2 = |Amax|, that is, the number of elements in Amax.

3.2.3 The Alice’s phase

The first three steps (1)-(3) in the scheme are the same as those in section 3.1.2 as they just involve Alice and
Bob. Steps (4)-(6) are similar that used in,35 which is as follows:

(4) Alice selects H: a suitable strongly collision-free hash function, which takes as input a binary string of an
arbitrary length, and produces as output a binary string of a fixed length q, where q is the length of the pieces
of the corresponding classical bits, and computes H(ci3).

(5) Alice computes:

x1 = c1 ⊕H(c2), x2 = c2 ⊕H(c3), . . ., xr2−1 = cr2−1 ⊕H(cr2), xr2 = H(x1)⊕H(x2)⊕ . . .⊕H(xr2−1)⊕ cr2 .

Then Alice generates n′ − 1 identical arrays Hi3 = {x1, x2, . . . , xr2}, for i3 = 1, 2, . . . , n′ − 1.

(6) Alice allocates c-shares in such a way that each participant in A1 has no secret share x1, each participant
in A2 has no secret share x2, . . ., and each participant in Ar2 has no secret share xr2 . Then Alice distributes the
remaining c-shares in Hi3 to the c-participant Pi3 , for i3 = 1, 2, . . . , n′ − 1, secretly.

Note that even if the number of participants is large, it is still possible to obtain the minimum access structure
and the maximum adversary structure using linear codes (see36).
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3.2.4 The recovery phase

Suppose a group of participants from αj1 want to recover the secret.

C-participants from αj1 delete the redundant xi3 , for i3 = 1, 2, . . . , r2 and compute:

cr2 = H(x1)⊕H(x2)⊕ . . .⊕H(xr2−1)⊕ xr2 , cr2−1 = xr−1 ⊕H(cr2), . . ., c2 = x2 ⊕H(c3), c1 = x1 ⊕H(c2).

So, the c-participants from αj1 recover c = c1 q c2 q · · · q cr2−1 q cr2 while the q-participant obtains the
transition operation by measuring (hj , t

′
j). Consequently, they can recover the ultimate operation by checking

the algorithm build−table, that is, Alice’s secret sA = {s1A, s2A, . . . , slA}.
Likewise, it is worth noting that the dual compressible quantum secret sharing scheme based on adversary

structure can be easily converted into a hybrid quantum multi-secret sharing scheme based on adversary structure.
The scheme can be realized by just considering every piece of classical bits of a secret in section 3.2 as the classical
bits of every single secret.

4. THE FEATURES AND THE SECURITY ANALYSIS OF OUR SCHEME

As is known, on the one hand, classical secret sharing schemes cannot address the problem of eavesdropping and
their security is guaranteed by the difficulty of computation, which might be susceptible to the strong ability of
quantum computation. Fortunately, quantum secret sharing can address this issue and eavesdropping detection
simultaneously. On the other hand, quantum data is much more prohibitive and difficult to cope with than
classical data. Hence, we have proposed two dual compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes, which
make full use of the advantages of classical secret sharing schemes and quantum secret sharing schemes. These
schemes can be surprisingly easy to implement because they just need to perform the correct transition operation
on an EPR pair and to allocate the corresponding classical messages. Though collation tables are required in
our schemes, this is easily achieved by an algorithm.

Recursive way is used to implement dual compressible hybrid quantum secret sharing based on ((m+ 1, n′))
threshold and adversary structure. That is to say, just one q-participant with q-share and at leastm c-participants
(or all participants from any minimal qualified set with c-shares with the size of l−2

r2
) with c-shares with the size

of l−2
m−1 can share one secret in a secure way. The obvious merit of the schemes is that they can curtail the cost

of generating, transmitting and storing EPR pairs and classical bits. Moreover, a hybrid quantum multi-secret
sharing scheme can be designed in the same way, i.e., one q-participant and any m or over m c-participants can
share m− 1 secrets simultaneously.

The existing classical secret sharing schemes, whose security is ensured by hard mathematical problems,
may be compromised by the advances in computing technology. However, our proposed hybrid quantum secret
sharing schemes are free from the strong ability of quantum computation. Because in our hybrid schemes the
shared secret is determined by classical data and quantum data simultaneously, that is, the shared secret cannot
be obtained by either classical data or quantum data alone. On the other hand, in our hybrid schemes, it
is much simpler and faster to allocate quantum secret shares without weakening the security in contrast to
quantum secret sharing. Compared with the existing hybrid quantum secret sharing schemes,28–30 not only
does the number of q-participants drop, but also the number of particles needed and the size of c-shares reduce.
Most importantly, even if Eve is able to obtain all the classical messages, our proposed schemes are still secure.
Because in our schemes, the c-participants do not know the transition operation used by Alice. Then, if these
c-participants want to obtain the secret, they have to guess the used transition operation and the basic unitary
operation. The probability of a successful guess is 1

22n−2 × 1
22 = 1

22n which is in fact equal to the probability
of conventional quantum secret sharing schemes. Moreover, the distribution of q-shares is the same as that
in quantum secret sharing schemes. That is to say, the security of transmitting one particle can match that
of n particles. Therefore, when conventional quantum secret sharing schemes are secure, our proposed hybrid
quantum secret sharing schemes are also secure.
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APPENDIX A. THE PROOF FOR THEOREMS

Theorem 1. For any n ≥ 2, when the 22n n−extended unitary operations are used to transform any one of the
Bell states, the final outcomes boil down to the four basic local unitary operations that are used.

Proof. We prove the theorem using induction as follows.

(1) As is shown above, when n = 2, the conclusion holds.

(2) Assume that the conclusion holds for (n − 1)−extended unitary operations. Then n−extended unitary
operations can be written as follows:

U0000 · · · 0000︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n

= U00 ⊗ U0000 · · · 0000︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−2

,

U0000 · · · 0001︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n

= U00 ⊗ U0000 · · · 0001︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−2

,

. . .,

U1111 · · · 1110︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n

= U11 ⊗ U11111 · · · 1110︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−2

,

U1111 · · · 1111︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n

= U11 ⊗ U1111 · · · 1111︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n−2

.

Because (n− 1)−extended unitary operations boil down to the four basic local unitary operations that are used,
and then according to Lemma 1, U0Ui = Ui, i = 1, 2, 3;U1U2 = U3, U1U3 = U2, U2U3 = U1. Hence, we can obtain
that n−extended unitary operations boil down to the four basic local unitary operations that are used as well.

Theorem 2. A ((m + 1, n′))-HQSS can be inflated only conformally, i.e. to threshold schemes having the
form ((m+ λ+ 1, n′ + λ)) where λ (λ ∈ N) are all new c-participants.

Proof. As the given conformally-HQSS meets the no-cloning theorem, then obviously does the ((m+ λm +
1, n′ + λn′))-HQSS, where λm ≥ λn′ ≥ 0 and m+ λm + 1 ≤ n′ + λn′ . Moreover, according to Lemma 1 of Ref,28

a restriction of the ((m + λm + 1, n′ + λn′))-QTS by λ c-participants necessarily yields a conformally reduced,
((m+ λm + 1− λ, n′ + λn′ − λ))-QTS. The restricted scheme has a different access structure from ((m+ 1, n′))
unless λm = λn′ = λ. Hence, just a conformal inflation of ((m+ 1, n′))-HQSS is possible, where it is inflated to
a ((m+ λ+ 1, n′ + λ))-HQSS by the addition of λ c-participants.

Theorem 3. A HQSS achieving the minimum access structure Γmin = {α1, α2, . . . , αr1} (where αj1 , j1 =
1, 2, . . . , r1, is a minimal qualified set of participants.) among a set of participants P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn′} can be
always inflatable.

Proof. Suppose that m new c-participants Pn′+1, Pn′+2, . . . , Pn′+m are added into P to form P′ =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pn′+m}. The new minimum access structure Γ′

min = {α′
1, α

′
2, . . . , α

′
r1} can be achieved by adding

any new c-participants to any of the αj1 , j1 = 1, 2, . . . , r1. The corresponding classical bits are shared among
n′ +m− 1 c-participants in terms of the classical scheme performing Γ′. To recover the secret, the q-participant
from α′

j1
, j1 = 1, 2, . . . , r1 can obtain the transition operation and all the c-participants from α′

j1
, j1 = 1, 2, . . . , r1

can reconstruct the corresponding classical bits. The shared secret is obtained through the q-participant’s and
c-participants’ collaboration. Hence, the new scheme HQSS (Γ′) is an inflatable one of the given scheme HQSS
(Γ).

APPENDIX B. ALGORITHM FOR BUILD−TABLES

Algorithm: build−tables

Algorithm: build−tables
input: n; output: collation table Q
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for all 2ˆ(2∗n) n−extended unitary operations;
s=cell(1,2ˆ(2∗n));
for i=1:2ˆ(2∗n)

s( i ) = {num2str(dec2bin(i−1,2∗n))};
for j=1:n

str=char(s(i ));
x(j)=bin2dec(str((2∗j−1):2∗j));

for j=1:n−1
[y]=fun(x(j),x(j+1));
x(j+1)=y;

z( i)=x(n);
A=sym(zeros(1,2ˆ(2∗n−2))); atr=1; B=sym(zeros(1,2ˆ(2∗n−2))); btr=1;
C=sym(zeros(1,2ˆ(2∗n−2))); ctr=1; D=sym(zeros(1,2ˆ(2∗n−2))); dtr=1;
for i=1:2ˆ(2∗n)

if z( i)==0
A(1,atr)=sym([‘U’,num2str(dec2bin(i−1,2∗n))]);
atr=atr+1;

elseif z( i)==1
B(1,btr)=sym([‘U’,num2str(dec2bin(i−1,2∗n))]);
btr=btr+1;

elseif z( i)==2
C(1,ctr)=sym([‘U’,num2str(dec2bin(i−1,2∗n))]);
ctr=ctr+1;

elseif z( i)==3
D(1,dtr)=sym([‘U’,num2str(dec2bin(i−1,2∗n))]);
dtr=dtr+1;

P=[A;B;C;D]; M=sym(zeros(4,2ˆ(2∗n−2)+1));
for i=1:4

M(i,1)=sym([‘U’,num2str(dec2bin(i−1,2))]);
for j=2: 2ˆ(2∗n−2)+1

M(i,j)=P(i,j−1);
Q=sym(zeros(1,2ˆ(2∗n−2)+1));
len=length(num2str(dec2bin(2ˆ(2∗n−2)−1))); Q(1,1)=‘BUO’;
for j=2:
2ˆ(2∗n−2)+1

Q(1,j)=sym([num2str(dec2bin(j−2,len))]);
return Q
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APPENDIX C. COLLATION TABLE FOR N = 3

Table 2. Collation table for n = 3, where BUO denotes basic unitary operation.

Control bits
BUO 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111

1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

U00 U000000 U000101 U001010 U001111 U010001 U010100 U011011 U011110

U100010 U100111 U101000 U101101 U110011 U111001 U110110 U111100

U01 U000001 U000100 U001011 U010101 U011010 U011111 U100011 U100110

U101001 U101100 U110010 U110111 U111000 U101100 U111101 U010000

U10 U000010 U000111 U111110 U001000 U001101 U010011 U010110 U011001

U011100 U100000 U100101 U101010 U101111 U110001 U110100 U111011

U11 U000011 U000110 U001001 U001100 U010010 U010111 U011000 U011101

U100001 U100100 U101011 U101110 U110000 U110101 U111010 U111111
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